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VIEW A
Lined bag has outer layer quilted, inside zipper
pocket, inside pleated patch pocket, zipper
closure, loops that hold continuous strap, and
detachable tie.
MATERIAL REQUIRED:
Fabric 45” (115 cm) Wide
Fabric - 1 5/8 yd (1.50 m)
Backing & Batting - 1 1/4 yd (1.15 m) EACH
Lining – 1 1/8 yd (1.05 m)
Fabric 60” (152 cm) Wide
Fabric - 1 1/8 yd (1.05 m)
Backing & Batting - 5/8 yd (0.60 m) EACH
Lining - 3/4 yd (0.70 m)
Fusible Interfacing 22” (56 cm) Wide
1 1/8 yd (1.05 m)
NOTIONS: Thread, one 22” (56 cm) zipper, one
7” (18 cm) zipper.
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VIEW B
Hobo style lined bag has zipper closure and
drawstrings in casings with cord locks at
sides.
MATERIAL REQUIRED:
Fabric & Lining 45” (115 cm) or 60” (152 cm) Wide
1 3/8 yd (1.30 m) EACH
NOTIONS: Thread, one 14” (35 cm) zipper, four
eyelets, 1 1/2 yd (1.40 m) of drawstring, two cord
locks, scrap pieces of fusible interfacing.
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VIEW C
Lined bag has two inside patch pockets with
topstitching detail that is visible on outside and
adjustable shoulder strap with D-rings.
MATERIAL REQUIRED:
Fabric 45” (115 cm) Wide
5/8 yd (0.60 m)
Fabric 60” (152 cm) Wide
1/2 yd (0.50 m)
Lining 45” (115 cm) or 60” (152 cm) Wide
3/8 yd (0.30 m)
NOTIONS: Thread, one magnetic snap set, two
1 1/4” (3 cm) D-rings, scrap piece of interfacing.

Designed for woven fabrics.
Suggested Fabrics: Cotton, cotton types, decorator fabrics,
denim, corduroy.
VIEW C also in oil cloth and vinyl coated fabric.
Suggested Fabrics for Linings: Cotton, lining fabric, supplex.
Pattern includes 1/4" (6 mm) seam allowances.
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